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Introduction
Currently, virtually everyone is under pressure to
reduce their energy consumption and consequently
contribute to the global reduction of CO2 emissions. The
associated savengs are highly attractive incentive for
facility managers. Typically, heat claddings have either
been already installed or are too expensive and will not be
installed. Therefore, novel production optimizing systems
for heating are increasingly attractive for both researchers
and users.
Previous research has shown that the efficiency of
heat exchange stations (HES) with heat exchanger
cascades can be significantly increased (up to doubled) if
the load is optimally distributed among individual heat
exchangers in the cascade compared to the standard load
distribution used currently [1]. The idea in [1], exploits the
relationship between the load of a heat exchanger and its
efficiency. The efficiency decreases exponentially with the
increase of input power [1].
However, reference [1] provided only theoretical
framework for such optimization. Whilst, the results are
valid, implementation in real systems faces some
additional challenges. These challenges must be discussed
and addressed before a demonstrator of such optimizer can
be deployed. Such discussion is the main topic of this
paper. The main challenges are addressed and system
architecture of the optimizer is presented.
The structure of the paper is following. Firstly, the
conclusions of [1] are, for the sake of clarity, shortly
summarized. Secondly, the issue of real time data
acquisition, processing and control are discussed and
addressed with an empirical predictive tool. Then, the issue
of reliability of measurement instruments is discussed.
Finally, the system architecture is presented.
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Fig. 1. Heat Exchanger Cascade in a typical HES

Reference [1] explored the efficiency of individual
heat exchangers as a function of input power with the
conclusion that following empirical model is suitable for
the description
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where , are model coefficients specific for each heat
exchanger and depending on settings such as temperature
of output water to the secondary circuit;
is typically
is the input power.
negative; is the efficiency;
The aim is the optimization of the individual loads so
that total efficiency of the heat exchanger cascade, which
can be expressed as shown in Eq. (2), is maximized
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where index represents individual heat exchanger in the
cascade; stands for the total number of heat exchangers
in the cascade.
The optimization of total efficiency (2) must be
performed for the output power that corresponds to the
power consumption
=

Optimum load distribution in heat exchanger cascades
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Predictive estimation of energy consumption

District heat exchanger stations typically employ a
cascade of heat exchangers that operate in parallel as
depicted in Fig. 1. [1].

One of the main challenges of the optimizer is the
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In many ways,
w
consum
mption of sm
maller block is
whole district, town or cityy.
simiilar to a conssumption of w
Therrefore, similarr predictive m
models can be applied. In ouur
work
k, analysis revealed that w
we can employ a model thaat
we developed
d
for large heat plaant and presen
nted earlier e.gg.
in [4
4].
For the sake of clarity, thiis model is sh
hortly presenteed
heree. The basic model itselff consists off two additivve
com
mponents. Thee first compoonent is calleed temperaturre
com
mponent and it
i depends onn Temperaturre Function, a
funcction derived
d from ouutdoor temp
perature. Thhis
com
mponent should
d mainly desccribe the heating and thermaal
lossees in a buildin
ng. The seconnd componen
nt depends onlly
on time. It describes periodic bbehaviour of occupants. Foor
instaance, hot wateer demand inccreases in thee mornings annd
in th
he evenings. Additionally,
A
people tend to turn heatinng
off or
o reduce it ov
ver night. Thiss behaviour is described by a
perio
odic (or seaso
onal) componnent that when added to thhe
first component corrects it in oorder to better fit the real liffe
behaaviour.

fact
f
that the ppower consum
mption
is unknown aat the
moment
m
of thhe optimizatioon. Thus in real systemss, the
objective
o
is too determine thhe load distrib
bution that wiill be
optimal
o
for ann estimate off the power consumption W cons.
As
A a result, a predictive estimation algorithm musst be
employed.
e
Predictioon of heat connsumption by either a distriict or
even
e
the whhole town has been add
dressed by m
many
researchers
r
foor more than a decade, e.g
g. [2]. Quite ooften,
the
t researcherrs have succeeeded in theiir endeavourss and
their
t
systems not only preddict the consu
umption preciision,
but
b they havee already reached the stagee of real induustrial
e.g. [3] or the
applications,
a
t
system developed
d
byy the
authors
a
[4]. C
Core idea of those works is that if a heat
producer
p
can precisely antiicipate the co
onsumption w
within
the
t receding hhorizon of few
w days, they can optimize their
production
p
plaanning to reduuce their costts. However, tthese
systems
s
are aim
med for large facilities of heat
h producerss.
Up to ddate, we are not aware of
o any produuction
optimization
o
bbased on conssumption pred
diction applieed on
the
t
devices of the conssumer. Quite simply, alll the
published
p
moddels known to
t the authorss predict the time
distribution
d
of energy connsumption wh
hile dependinng on
acquisition
a
off accurate weaather forecast information. Such
information iss easily accessible on the internet.
i
How
wever,
compared
c
to times when the developm
ment of prediictive
based
b
producttion optimizerrs started, currently the cossts of
downloading
d
tthis piece of innformation is marginal. Thhus, it
is feasible to cconsider impleementation off such system even
to
t smaller faciilities such as local heat excchanger stationns.
Accuratee prediction of heat consum
mption is the most
crucial
c
compoonent of a prredictive prod
duction optim
mizer.
Before
B
a preddictive modell of heat con
nsumption caan be
designed,
d
the consumptionn must be an
nalyzed. A saample
heat
h
consumpption comparrison to an average outtdoor
temperature
t
iss presented inn Fig. 2. A sample daily load
diagram
d
is then presented inn Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Day heat con
nsumption

As mention
ned above, thhe temperatu
ure componennt
depeends on the temperature function. Th
he temperaturre
funcction is a new
n
functionn that combines outdooor
temp
perature (OT)) and local llegislation. Th
his function is
calleed temperaturre function ((TF) [4] and is defined as
a
follo
ows:

TF  13
1  OT , if O
OT (48h)  13C ,

TF  0,
if O
OT (48h)  13C.

(44)

The TF is zeero when the aaverage outdo
oor temperaturre
overr the last two days is abovve 13°C. In su
uch a case, thhe
heatting can according to Czecch legislation
n be turned off
and it usually is. In the otherr case, the TF
F is basically a
reveerse of the ou
utdoor tempera
rature. Temperature functioon
and heat consump
ption are preseented in Fig. 4.
4
It must be mentioned
m
thatt the outdoor temperature OT
O
used
d in the model is in fact a vvalue obtained
d from weatheer
forecast. Only theen, the modell can be used
d for predictioon
prop
perly.
As can be seeen from Fig. 4, the heat co
onsumption annd
Tem
mperature Fun
nction are hhighly correlated. Thus, a
poly
ynomial regresssion model caan be anticipaated

Fig.
F 2. Outdoor temperature annd heat consump
ption during a yyear

As one can see in Fig. 2, the total
t
consump
mption
consists
c
of ttwo componeents(in full blue):
b
a connstant
component
c
(iin green hattched) which
h correspondds to
demand
d
indeppendent on outdoor
o
tempeerature – e.g . hot
water
w
preparaation; a variabble componen
nt (in blue) w
which
correlates
c
welll with the outddoor temperatture.

P2  a0  a1  TF  a2  TF 2    ak  TF k ,
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(55)

orithms e.g. [5]. This appplies e.g. to
o the error in
i
algo
efficciency estimation of the hheat exchangeer that has tw
wo
causses. Firstly, in
ndustrial deviices typically do not possees
perffect synchron
nization betw
ween the meaasurements foor
prim
mary and secon
ndary circuit aas the synchro
onization is noot
esseential for conssumption meaasurement. Seecondly, modeel
from
m [1], whilsst sufficient for significant efficienccy
increease, does not
n include tthe dynamicss of the heat
exch
hanger [6]. Ho
owever, consiideration of th
he dynamics is
not essential giiven that inn real impleementation thhe
optim
mization is performed towards estimated poweer
conssumption. In other words, the estimatee of the poweer
conssumption is expected
e
to iintroduce mo
ore uncertaintty
than
n the estimatio
on of model paarameters from
m (1).

where
w
P2 staands for outpu
ut power [W]; a are modell
T
TF is the tempperature functtion.
coefficients;
c

Fig.
F 4. Temperaature function and
a heat consum
mption during a year

wer of regressiion may differ from buildinng to
The pow
building.
b
How
wever, statisticcal analysis sh
hows that typiccally,
quadratic
q
term
m is the highesst term requireed.
In typiccal predictioon, the coeefficients of the
temperature
t
ccomponent aree calculated first
f
based onn the
past
p
values. S
Secondly, the error betweeen the temperrature
coefficient
c
annd actual consumption
c
is processedd to
calculate
c
the ccoefficients of
o the periodicc component.. The
error
e
is averagged over a nuumber of perio
ods (weeks) aand a
sample
s
week ccorrection is obtained.
o
A basic pproblem of model
m
described above is thee fact
that
t such model is not dynam
mic and canno
ot react to chaanges
of
o the system
ms – e.g. new
w thermal insu
ulation, changge of
occupants´
o
haabits etc. Thuus, it is only implemented as a
core
c
of an adaptive alggorithm. Weeekly, the m
model
computes
c
new
w model param
meters to adapt itself for thee new
prediction
p
oveer the upcominng week. Everry week, threee sets
of
o parameters are calculatedd. These are based
b
on vectoors of
past
p values wiith varying leength. The parrameters baseed on
the
t
longest vvector can avverage out raandom short term
variations.
v
Hoowever, it takees it the longeest time to adaapt to
a change in the system. For the shortest interval , the
situation
s
is thee exact oppossite. The midd
dle length vecttor is
a compromise.
n each of the three
The preccision of prediiction based on
parameter
p
set is determinedd and the set that perform
ms the
best
b over a sam
mple interval is
i selected.
Analysis based on a limited num
mber of builddings
show
s
that thiss algorithm is very suitable not only for large
districts
d
or tow
wns [4] but allso for smaller facilities succh as
blocks
b
or largeer buildings.

Fig. 5. Measured vo
olume of condeensation water

This quantitty should be a non-decreaasing functionn.
Peak
ks correspond to an errror caused by
b interferencce
betw
ween the measurement deevice and th
he central datta
acqu
uisition unit.
Systtem architectture
On the systeem level, the proposed opttimizer consists
of siix modules:
 Datta Acquisitionn Layer;
 Datta Verificationn Module;
 Sysstem Status M
Module;
 Con
nsumption Preediction Modu
ule;
 Deccision makingg module;
 Com
mmunication Interface.
These modu
ules and theirr position in the system arre
depiicted in Fig. 6.
Data Acquiisition Layerr. Data Acquisition Layeer
represents the basic layer of the system. Set of
o
meaasurement devices continu
nuously acquires data annd
transsmits them to the central coontrol unit. Ad
dditionally, thhis
mod
dule also acquires the w
weather foreccast from thhe
interrnet. Design and issues of this lay
yer has beeen
thoroughly studied in open literrature, e.g. in [7].
Data Verificcation Modulee. Second layeer of the system
m
is a Data Verification Modul
ule. All acquiired data muust
firstly be tested on reliabilityy as described
d in precedinng
sectiion.
System Statu
us Module. E
Errors detecteed by the Datta
Veriification Mod
dule and sysstem failures must also be
b
repo
orted to the HES
H
supervissing staff so that recurrinng

Reliability
R
of measuremen
nts
The propposed system and its efficiency will stroongly
rely
r
on the rreliability off measuremen
nt devices ass the
measured
m
valuues will be cruucial for modeel estimation iin the
case
c
of the connsumption preediction as weell as in the caase of
the
t heat exchaanger efficienccy estimation.
The firstt issue is reppresented by random softtware
errors
e
that aree omnipresent in most industrial devices.. The
complexity
c
off error detectiion will vary depending onn the
measured
m
quaantity. Whilsst some erro
ors, e.g. incoorrect
reading
r
of thee volume metter (see Fig. 5)
5 can be deteected
easily,
e
other errors willl require more
m
sophisticcated
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reliability of the measurement devices. The former is
addressed by a consumption prediction algorithm that has
been adapted to meet the specifics of a small district
compared to a predictor for the entire city [4]. The latter is
addressed by algorithms that test the reliability of the data.
In case of erroneous data, the error is corrected and
supervising staff is notified.
Finally, the architecture of the load distribution
optimizer addressing the above mentioned issues is
presented and the function of its system layers is
explained.

errors and their source can be detected. This is done by
System Status Module.
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Fig. 6. Optimizer – system overview

Consumption Prediction Module. This processes the
measured data and weather forecast. Production prediction
described above is applied to provide a forecast over a
receding horizon of few days.
Decision Making Module. This module estimates the
model parameters of Eq. (1) for individual heat
exchangers. These are used to distribute the load optimally
using the predicted estimate of consumption and the
optimization algorithm from [1].
Communication Interface. This module ensures that
all the system layers communicate properly among each
other and with the outside world.
Conclusions
This paper explores the challenges associated with
real implementation of an algorithm that optimizes the load
distribution among heat exchangers in district heat
exchanger stations.
The main issues are the unknown consumption for
which the optimization will have to be performed and the
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This paper explores the challenges associated with real implementation of an algorithm that optimizes the load distribution among
heat exchangers in district heat exchanger stations. Such algorithm can significantly increase the efficiency of heat exchanger stations.
However, the challenges such as unknown future consumption and uncertainty of measured data must be addressed by consumption
prediction algorithm and algorithms for estimation of measurements’ reliability. A system architecture that includes these algorithms is
also presented. Ill. 6, bibl. 7 (in English; abstracts in English and Lithuanian).
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Nagrinėjami uždaviniai susiję su realiu algoritmo, optimizuojančio apkrovos tarp šilumokaičių pasiskirstymą, įdiegimu. Toks
algoritmas gerokai padidina šilumokaičių stočių efektyvumą. Tačiau, tokie uždaviniai kaip nežinomas energijos suvartojimas ateityje ir
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